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Question: 1
In the exhibit:

You configure R1 and R2 to export RIP routes to OSPF and OSPF routes to RIP.
Users in the RIP network are complaining about connectivity to users in the OSPF network.
What are two possible causes of the problem? (Choose two.)
A - RIP is not a link-state protocol.
B - RIP has a lower preference than OSPF.
C - Export policy is allowing a routing loop to form.
D - The correct RIP routes are not exported to OSPF.
Answer: C, D
Question: 2
What information can be gathered using traceoptions? (Choose two.)
A - chassis status
B - firewall counters
C - routing protocol information
D - interface operational information
Answer: C, D
Question: 3
In the exhibit:
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How many internal BGP sessions are needed on Router 6 if all routers are running BGP and no
route reflection or confederations are being used?
A-1
B-3
C-5
D-6
Answer: C
Question: 4
Which two statements are true regarding IPSec VPN service rules configured at the [edit services
ipsec-vpn] hierarchy? (Choose two.)
A - Each term can specify a different lPSec policy.
B - Each term can specify a different local gateway.
C - Each term can specify a different remote gateway.
D - Each term can match multiple source and destination prefixes.
Answer: A, C
Question: 5
In the:
[edit services]
lab@R1# show
stateful-firewall {
rule my-rule [
match-direction input-output;
term 1{
from {
source-address-range {
low 1.2.3.4 high 1.2.3.4;
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}
}
then {
accept;
}
}
}
}
service-set my-services-set {
stateful-firewall-rules my-rules;
interface-service {
service-interface sp-0/0/0.0;
}
}
What will the router do when it receives a packet from source address 10.10.10.10 on an
interface where the my-service-set service set is applied?
A - Send a TCP RST.
B - Accept the packet.
C - Silently discard the packet.
D - Send an ICMP error message.
Answer: C
Question: 6
The re-protect firewall filter is applied as an input filter on the lo0.0 interface.
[edit firewall filter re-protect]
lab@host#show
term one {
from {
source-address {
10.0.0.1/32;
}
then accept;
}
term three {
then {
reject;
}
}
You have a single BGP peering session with 10.0.0.1.
Which statement is true?
A - term two has an incorrect match condition.
B - term one has an incorrect match condition.
C - term one is necessary for the correct operation of BGP.
D - term three is necessary for the correct operation of BGP.
Answer: C
Question: 7
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